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Abstract: Recently, image categorization has been an active research topic due to the urgent need to retrieve and browse digital images via semantic keywords. As an important and challenging problem in machine learning and computer vision, multilabel classification is typically implemented in a max-margin multilabel learning framework, where the inter-label separability is characterized by the sample-specific classification margins between labels. However, the conventional multilabel classification approaches are usually incapable of effectively exploring the intrinsic inter-label correlations as well as jointly modeling the interactions between inter-label correlations and multilabel classification. To address this issue, we proposed an efficient visual aided image search application on mobile phone combined with local spot and scene search. Mobile visual search became an active filed areas in pass few year. It involves methods from several research areas. Due to the complexity of visual information compared with text or voice signals we develop a joint multilabel classification by using text, image and voice input.

Introduction

Image annotation has been an active research topic in the recent years due to its potentially large impact on both image understanding and web/database image search. Image retrieval plays an important role in information retrieval due to the overwhelming image and video data brought by modern technologies. One of notorious bottleneck in the image retrieval is how to associate an image or video with some semantic keywords to describe its semantic content [2, 3]. This poses a challenging computer vision topic, image annotation, which has attracted broad attentions in the recent years. However, manual image annotation is an expensive and labour intensive procedure and hence there has been great interest in coming up with automatic ways to retrieve images based on content. Recent years have witnessed the extensive applications of multilabel classification in machine learning, data mining, and computer vision. The main goal of multilabel classification is to effectively and automatically annotate a sample with a set of relevant binary labels. In general, multilabel classification is posed as a problem of max-margin multilabel learning, which learns label-specific scoring functions encouraging the inter-label separability [4]. However, the existing literature in this area is typically weak in capturing the intrinsic inter-label correlations with no capability of jointing modeling the interactions between inter-label correlations and multilabel classification. In this system, We mainly focus on how to perform adaptive interlabel correlation learning within a multilabel classification framework.

In current research on multi-label classification (MLC), it seems to be a communities that optimal predictive performance can only be achieved by methods that explicitly account for possible dependencies between class labels. Indeed, there is an increasing number of papers providing evidence for this conjecture, mostly by virtue of empirical studies [7,8]. Often, a new approach to exploiting label dependence is proposed, and the corresponding method is shown to outperform others in terms of different loss functions.

With the ever-growing amount of digital image data in multimedia databases, there is a great need for algorithms that can provide effective semantic indexing. Categorizing digital images using keywords, however, is the quintessential example of a challenging classification problem. Several aspects contribute to the difficulty of the image categorization problem, including the large variability in appearance, illumination and pose of different objects. Moreover, in the multi-label setting the interaction between objects also needs to be modeled.

The aim of this paper is to elaborate on the issue of label, We propose a joint learning scheme for simultaneously modeling label graph learning and multilabel classification. The proposed learning
scheme explicitly models the inter-label correlations by label graph learning, which is jointly optimized with multilabel classification. As a result, the learned label correlation graph is capable of well fitting the multilabel classification task while effectively reflecting the underlying topological structures among labels.

**Objectives:**

1. The objective is to design an efficient visual aided image search application on mobile phone combined with local spot and scene search.
2. To develop a joint multilabel classification by using text, image and voice input.

1. **Literature Review**

   Literature survey is the most important step in software development process. In the literature, many approaches seek to utilize the inter-label interaction for multilabel classification. However, these approaches often take an indirect strategy for implicitly characterizing the relationships among labels, and thus introduce a set of auxiliary prior parameters, resulting in the inflexibility of multilabel classification in practice. Following these efforts, a number of approaches choose to directly construct the label correlation matrix using the additional prior data before the learning process of multilabel classification. Clearly, such approaches consider the tasks of label correlation learning and multilabel classification separately, and therefore ignore the intrinsic relationships (mutually reinforced or correlated) between these two tasks. As a result, the learned classification models are incapable of effectively encoding the intrinsic discriminative information on interlabel separability and correlation [2]. To alleviate this issue, we propose a joint learning scheme that simultaneously conducts label correlation learning and multilabel classification. In the learning scheme, the inter-label correlations are explicitly modeled by label graph learning, which aims to adaptively discover the underlying topological structures among labels from the data.

   Multilabel classification is a popular application in machine learning. Conventional approaches decompose the learning problem into a series of independent binary classification problems regardless of the label coincidence. Several other approaches achieve the label prediction with a pairwise design. RankSVM is a typical approach to maximizing the margin of a label pair. Yue et al. propose another pairwise approach SVMmAP to discriminatively solve the learning-to-rank problem in which the structural SVM framework utilized associated with the mean average precision (mAP) loss function. However, all these approaches and their extensions are not capable of effectively exploiting the label-level relevance as a significant structure information.

   In general, multilabel classification is posed as a problem of max-margin multilabel learning, which learns label-specific scoring functions encouraging the inter-label separability. However, the existing literature in this area is typically weak in capturing intrinsic inter-label correlations with no capability of jointing modeling the interactions between inter-label correlations and multilabel classification.

   User interaction is an effective way to handle the semantic gap problem in image annotation. To minimize user effort in the interactions, many active learning methods were proposed. These methods treat the semantic concepts individually or correlative. However, they still neglect the key motivation of user feedback: to tackle the semantic gap. The size of the semantic gap of each concept is an important factor that affects the performance of user feedback. User should pay more efforts to the concepts with large semantic gaps, and vice versa.

   In this paper, we propose a semantic-gap-oriented active learning method, which incorporates the semantic gap measure into the information-minimization-based sample selection strategy. The basic learning model used in the active learning framework is an extended multilabel version of the sparse-graph-based semi supervised learning method that incorporates the semantic correlation. Extensive experiments conducted on two benchmark image data sets demonstrated the importance of bringing the semantic gap measure into the active learning process.

   A novel multi-label correlated Green’s function approach is proposed to annotate images over a graph. The correlations among labels are integrated into the objective function which improves the performance significantly. In this also propose a new adaptive decision boundary method for multi-label assignment to deal with the difficulty of label assignment in most of the existing rank-based multilabel classification algorithms [10]. Instead of setting the threshold heuristically or by experience, our method principally compute it upon the prior knowledge in the training data. It perform methods on three commonly used image annotation testing data sets. Experimental results show significant improvements on classification performance over four other state-of-the-art methods. As a general semi supervised learning framework, other local feature based image annotation methods could be easily incorporated into our framework to improve the performance.

   Most active learning approaches select informative or representative unlabeled instances to query their labels for classification. Although several
active learning algorithms have been proposed to combine the two criteria for query selection uses ad hoc in finding unlabeled instances that are both informative and representative [12]. The supervised machine learning techniques is applied to multilabel image classification problems. Supervised learning, within the available data repository, only part of the data are labeled and utilized for training performances heavily rely on the quality of training images. The supervised learning techniques having hinders to large scale problems. High-order label correlation driven active learning is motivated by the virtue of leveraging label correlations to improve multi-label classification high-order label correlation driven active learning approach that uses the iterative learning algorithm to choose the informative example-label pairs from which it learns so as to learn an accurate classifier with less annotation efforts.

2. Problem Statement

Our proposed system is to be design an efficient visual aided image search application on mobile phone combined with local spot and scene search. Mobile visual search became an active filed areas in pass few year. It involves methods from several research areas. Due to the complexity of visual information compared with text or voice signals we develop a joint multilabel classification by using text, image and voice input.

3. Proposed Work

The search procedure of our proposed system consists of the following phases:

1. The user speaks a natural sentence to describe the intended images.
2. The speech is recognized and further decomposed into keyword(s) which can be represented by exemplary images. Using speech recognition to transfer the audio input to text.
3. Decomposing the text into keywords by entity extraction by selecting preferred exemplar(s) and composes a schematic collage as a composite image.
4. The composite image is then used as a visual query to search for similar images.
5. Uploading the query, including picture from the user and GPS information generated by the client, and show detailed result both as text contents and markers on the Google Map.
6. Then using the image retrieval modules we can retrieve the images from server using CCV. We can also retrieve images with the location using GPS.
7. The Result can be displayed with further information like GPS locations and image descriptions.

We present a community-aware regularizer to capture the context-dependent inter-label interaction information. The proposed regularizer is based on the group sparsity driven hypergraph Laplacian which encodes community-aware smoothness information on the learned label graph.
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Implementation of Algorithm:

The CCV is a whole-image query algorithm. A coherent region of colors in an image is a region of color which is larger than some threshold. This module retrieves images which have similar distributions of coherent colors.

An image which is a sub-image of a database image may be used as the query but the parent from which it was derived is unlikely to be found. A histogram of 64 bins (4x4x4) is generated for both coherent and incoherent colors and these are matched separately. As for Histogram RGB, 64 bins has been chosen as a trade-off between accuracy and speed. The total size of the feature vector for a CCV is therefore 64x2 integer numbers (512 bytes per feature).

Coherence and incoherence are arbitrarily defined as greater and less than 5 per. of the total image area, respectively. This means if a pixel is part of a region which is less than 5 per. of the total image area it is added to the incoherent histogram within the CCV. If it is greater than 5 per of the total image area it is added to the coherent histogram within the CCV.
4. Conclusion

We have proposed a joint learning scheme for simultaneously modeling label graph learning and multilabel classification. The proposed learning scheme explicitly models the inter-label correlations by label graph learning, which is jointly optimized with multilabel classification. As a result, the learned label correlation graph is capable of well fitting the multilabel classification task while effectively reflecting the underlying topological structures among labels. In addition, we have presented a community-aware regularizer to capture the context-dependent inter-label interaction information. The proposed regularizer is based on the group sparsity driven hypergraph Laplacian, which effectively encodes the community-aware smoothness information on the learned label graph. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach over several benchmark datasets.
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